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READY MADE SHADE SAILS 
 

Ready Made Shade Sails are all manufactured using a high quality HDPE knitted shadecloth and all have 

curved sides with webbing sewn along the sides and a stainless ring in each corner for tensioning purposes. 

The shadecloth offers up to 95% UV Blockout and because the fabric breathes it keeps the area much cooler 

and more comfortable. 
 

COOLAROO COMMERCIAL SHADE SAILS 
 Reinforced Edges and Stainless Ring in each Corner 

95% UV Commercial Grade Shadecloth 

Material Weight 340gsm 

*15 Year Manufacturer’s Warranty against UV Breakdown of Fabric* 

*15 Year Manufacturer’s Warranty against UV Breakdown of Stitching* 
 

Coolaroo Commercial Shade Sails come with a 15 Year Manufacturer’s warranty against UV breakdown on 

both the Fabric and Stitching.  

The warranty does not cover you if the Shade Sail is exposed to chemicals (chlorine, etc), or placed near 

excessive heat or an open flame (BBQ area, Gas Heaters, etc). 
 

COOLAROO COMMERCIAL SHADE SAILS 
95% UV Protection  
340gsm Commercial Grade Shadecloth 

Beech Graphite Slate Stone OUR 
PRICE 

5m x 5m x 5m Triangle (SS-CT5) √ √ √ √ $159 
6.5m x 6.5m x 6.5m Triangle (SS-CT65) √ √ N/A N/A $229 
5.4m x 5.4m Square (SS-CS54) √ √ √ √ $249 
5m x 3m Rectangle (SS-CR53) √ √ √ √ $189 

 

   
 

*IMPORTANT INFORMATION* 
 

Please Note: Shade Sail sizes are actual size when the sail is laying flat on the ground; therefore your 

distance between anchor points will need to be further than the shade sail size. 

All sides of the Shade Sails are curved at approximately 10% of the length between corners. For example, a 

5.4m long side can lose 54cm at the deepest point of the curve. 

We ask that you carefully consider the size of the Shade Sail and whether it will adequately cover the area 

you are looking to shade and protect. 
 

NO REFUNDS WILL BE GIVEN ON SHADE SAILS UNLESS THEY ARE FAULTY 


